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Underside Resistance Coefficient 



where the ft.-sec. units are used, and, 

cl = chezy’s coefficient due to skin resistance; 

"1 
= Manning's friction factor. 

Manning's n can be expressed in terms of the Strickler relationship, 

(5) 

in which k = grain mughess height; 
R = hydraulic radius; 

Ia’, rn” = constants. 

Eqs. (4) and (51 can be combined to give, 



1n applying Eq. (7) to wavy underside inverted dune-like cover-forms, the 
symbol L represents the wavelength, that is, the distance between successive 
crests. 

The form of the total Chezy's C as given by Eq. (3) and used in ES. (2) 
can lx expressed using Eqs. (61 and U), as shown in APpendix A, to give, 

c= bl+blmgR/k, -a2[;.;, % 
(8) 

The coefficients al, bl, a2 and the exponent b2 will be studied with the aid 
Of Mzoratory experiments. However, at this stage, one observation can be 
made of Eq. (8). Unlike Manning's n, Chezy's C appears in the numerator of 
the flow equation and the modifying term SC describing the form resistance 
has to be subtracted from Cl. 

Experimental Investigation 

Experimental observations were made in an 18 in. wide flume as shown in 
Fig. 1. The flume was fabricated from wood and clear plexiglass with an unin- 
terrupted length of 24 ft. A head tank is connected to the upstream end and 
a tailgate is used to control the flow depth. Clear water is circulated by a 
3500 U.S. g.p.m. pump using the open loop system with a sump. The flow is 
measured by means of an electronic recording flow meter. water levels were 
measured by point gages and pitot tubes were used to record velocity profiles. 

The roughness elements (Fig. 2) and cover were made of wood and have a 
width of 17 in. which span almost the width of the flume. TIE elements have 
a rectangular cross-section of one inch width and varying heights of 0, 0.75, 
1.5 and 2.25 inches. The distance between each adjacent roughness strip 
varied from 6 to 18 inches at intervals of 6 inches. Cover thicknesses of 
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 inches were used. The range of the quantity (A/L . A/Y) 
varied from 0.0025 'co 0.05. 

Different combinations of cover thickness, height of roughness elements, 

and distance between Strips, were tested for a wide range of discharge and 
flow depth. 

In this manner, a wider range of cover form roughness due to the wavy 
inverted dune-like configuration of the underside could be simulated in the 
laboratory more readily. 

Results and Discussion 

The form of the skin resistance expression as given by Eq. (6) is well 

known as given by Keulegan (3) and Senturk (6). In this investigation the 
coefficients al and bl were verified to agree well with those given by these 
researchers. 
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The coefficient a2 and the exponent I+ in Eq. (7) were determined using 
experimental data to give, 

=2 = 44.0 and b* = 0.25 

Equation (8) hecomes. 

c = [6.25 + 5.75 mg n/k1 - 44.0[ k. g 1 0.25 
(9) 







Denoting Cl = Chezy’s coefficient due to skin resistance, C, = Chczy’s 

coefficient due to form resistance. and C = Composite Chezy’s coefficient, 

from the chezy equation one has 

” = Ce”s)~‘~ (Al) 

sl=l. 
2 

c: 
g = energy slope for skin resistance (A21 

By expanding right hand side into a series, one has 

c=cl- [~C(~12+~C(~~4+...1 (A9) 
C* C* 

Denoting the quantity in the bracket on the right hand *id= of the above 

equation as 6C. one then has 
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c = Cl - 6C (AlO) 

me expressions for Cl and 6C are given by Eqs. (6) and (7). respectively. 

Equation (AlO, corresponds to Eq. (81. 
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